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Theme/ 
Topic 

 
Contents/Aims 

 
Key Terms 

 
SMSC 

 
Explore other 
cultures and 
customs 
 
Chinese 
Festivals – 
Part 2 
 

 
� What are Festivals? 
� Discuss importance of  festival  in 

different culture 
� When is Chinese New Year? 
� How each year is represented by an 

animal 
� To make a red envelope 
� Make a template  
� To cut and fold card 
� What is Origami? 

 
 

 

 
� Chinese 
� Festivals 
� Customs 
� Animals 
� Represent 
� Letters writing 
� Culture 
� Red 
� Envelope 
� Stitches 
� Paper folding 

 
� To identify with different people and their 

cultures 
� Develop respect for other customs and 

faith 
� Importance of festivals and significance  
� How other cultures have influence on 

“British” culture 
� To able discuss individual beliefs and 

feelings 
 

 
Tasks 

  
� To discuss different Festivals  
� Practice Chinese and Arabic alphabet 
� To able to recognize each year / 

animals 
� Draw animal and write about the year 
� Folding cards and cutting 
� Writing Chinese letters 
� To make an red envelope 
� Learn paper folding 
� Create various designs 

 

 
Resources 
 
Paper 
Pencils 
Glue 
Scissors 
Templates 
Pictures 
Golden 
Red card 
 
 

 
Maths 
To make measurement for making an envelope 
Make a simple template 
 
English  
To read about Chinese New Year 
To be able recognize each animal 
 
History 
How important festivals are 
To celebrate in different ways 
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Week Key Questions  Suggested Activities 

1 How each Year is represented 
by animals 

Key Assessment  
 
To able to list the 
animals 

In connection to Chinese Festival  -  Year of Pig 
To discuss about each year, how it is named after 
animals. 
Students to recap and list the animals. 

2 Explain why it is different to 
“Gregorian” calendar? 
 
 

 Examine how each year has a special significant to 
Chinese Culture 
 Part of the task to know each year is represented by 
an animal. To draw an animal and describe the 
importance of that year, using various colours to make 
an interesting presentation. 
  

3 To continue from previous 
week 

   

4 Why do Chinese give red 
envelopes? 
To make a template for an 
envelope 

Key Assessments 
 
Skills making templates 
and folding 

It is common to give a red envelope during the 
festivals. Explain what red colour symbolizes. 
To make suitable template for an envelope using card. 
Each students need to measure length and width for 
the task.  To fold and cut their template. 
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Week Key Questions  Suggested Activities 

5 To continue from previous 
week 

 
 
 

 

6 What is Origami?  Origami is important in teaching symmetry. To show 
many folds can create different designs such animals, 
balls, boxes etc. 
 
Note: HA/LA to work in pairs 

 


